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 “The Park” 

for the Fictional VolunTier Project 

 

by Goura Fotadar 

date typed up: 91517 

 

from p. 19 “Meet Kirsten”  

\ > 

Source, text: 1 

“necklace” 

“collar” 

“milk pitcher” 
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“ “ Please, where is the park by the 

river?” “  

 

“The woman kept walking as though she hadn’t even heard Kirsten.”  “the park?” =  

“ … and they laughed at her.”  

 

“ “ Help me! “ Kirsten cried out. 

“Please help me!” “  

 

- transfer to the title: 

“Holding The Man”  -- source text: 2 

- from front imagery of at least this version:  

A “man” [2 of 2] 

can “help” [ 1 of 2] 

you? 

and if close-to physically 

the one that can 

“help” you; …  

is this “the park” 

and-or does “the park” 

 

mean don’t move 

because you are 

Safe here 

until you absolutely have to for 

what  x[amount] reasons.  
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In this case the local “police departments” 

and their ilk shall be charged 

Serious long-staying non-reformed 

Crime sentences.  

 

tag[s]: analysis of literature, charging crime et al i.e.  also in criminology research 

the transfer, continued …  

cited: reletter’d though 

Rome[oh] [e] [Jew][el][it] 

cited or of p.59 [2 of 2] 

“Sari” [1of2]  

must be of which “Kirsten”  

another set of [1:2] 

. . . in animate[d] i.e. wear  

actual spirited doll well 

then either 1 or 2 

of [1 to 2] ?  

and using a basic replacement 

same transfer type model 

from source, text to 

source, text.  

Who in bas*ic inanimate/animate theory: 

animate [_____________________________] spirit 

might be the most likely 
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“I”  

| 

\/ 

Well, likely; Kirsten.  

in this case; in a twist of what might 

Be called karma since replace-able  

As “I” “Kirsten” carries the 

pattern? of becoming “I” and 

How would ‘doll’ come along? 

to this transfer if there is 

No only 2nd [animate or not] … 

 

 

 

 


